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The following slides are intended to give you a better understanding of the tools that need to be stowed and the needs of 
the crew and requirements for the stowage.  

• Until recently all the the tools were stuffed into a half CTB (17” x 9” x 10”).  Although they fit, it was way over stuffed 
that’s why it is now in the single CTB 18” x 16”x 10”.

• Most of the slides are pictures of the ziplock bags that are holding the spare tools on orbit.  HUNCH does not expect 
for you build a prototype bag that holds all of these tools, we are looking for some kind of demonstration of a pouch 
system with different holders to accommodate the different 

• Many of these tools are from Snap-on and you should be able to get most of the dimensions from the internet.

• It may be valuable to leave some items in ziplock bags but still store them with similar tools in a pouch.

• The hammer and the crow bar are probably large enough they don’t need a pouch but having them strap to the 
outside of a pouch might keep them from floating away

• There are also two trays (last page) that hold most of the tools ok but when the foam gets worn out and the tools 
don’t stay in, they take the tool that is floating away and put it in a ziplock bag with other similar tools.























Tool Page Case
This is a Tool Page Case.  There are two on orbit and are used to fill up with tools for a specific job and then the tools are put 
back. These could be good for holding some tools but aren’t really set up for holding lots of the same type of tool.  Also the 
elastic is getting old and are not holding the tools as well as desired.  Notice how the it zips closed to hold all the tools inside.  
By having a few of these designed to hold specific groups of tools, it would be easy to organize and find the spare tools desired.



Tools Drawers
These are the two drawers with spare tools that 
remained on the ISS.  You can see that some of 
the most used tools have been moved out to 
the spare tool ziplock bags as the foam stops 
holding them in place. At some point the use of 
all these tools will wear on the foam holding 
them in place and these tools will be moved 
out as well and the drawers will be thrown 
away.  Planners had considered flying up new 
foam to replace the old but difficulty of 
removing and replacing in zero-g was 
considered a waste of on orbit time and 
frustration (not quite as easy as you might 
think).  
The current version of the tool drawers that 
included some 3D printed holders is also 
available for viewing on the HUNCH web site.


